The Cost of Capital Model is used to calculate the net present value of projects within a multi-unit corporation but may provide incorrect answers for projects that have a level of risk that differs from the overall average risk level for the corporation. We demonstrate the use of the Pure Play Method for calculating the required rate of return for a division of a corporation that has risk characteristics that differ from the risk characteristics of the overall corporation. We apply this methodology to the Integrated Electronic Systems Segment of the Motorola Corporation. We find that the IESS division cost of capital of is 9.3% rather than the 12.3% cost of capital for the corporation as a whole.
COMPUTING THE DIVISIONAL COST OF CAPITAL USING THE PURE PLAY METHOD

USING THE WEIGHTED AVERAGE COST OF CAPITAL
The goal of corporate financial management is to maximize the value of the firm as measured by the total market capitalization of the firm. When making long-term investment decisions, wealth maximization is achieved when the firm invests in all available projects that have a positive net present value (NPV). To compute the NPV, the firm needs to know the appropriate discount rate to use to discount the future cash flows from the project. This discount rate is the cost of capital, which is the minimum required rate of return on investment by the company. The discount rate represents the opportunity cost of funds for the firm, that is, the minimum rate of return that the firm or investors could achieve in another investment. Modigliani and Miller (1958) show how to calculate the overall cost of capital for the firm as a market value weighted average of the costs of each of the components of capital used by the firm. The component cost of common stock equity is derived from the Capital Asset Pricing Model of Sharpe (1964) . Graham and Harvey (2001) find that 73.5 percent of respondents to their survey indicate that the company uses the capital asset pricing model to determine the component cost of common stock equity capital.
Traditional finance textbooks such as Brigham and Houston (2007) teach that the firm should accept all projects that have a net present value that is greater than zero or that have an internal rate of return that is greater than the weighted average cost of capital. A conflict arises for the corporation in evaluating a project when the project has a risk level that is different from the corporation's overall risk level. Thus, the corporation needs to use a risk-adjusted discount rate to make capital budgeting decisions. However, a difficulty may arise for divisions of the corporation that are not independent since it is not possible to compute the divisional cost of capital directly. The
Pure Play Method can be used to resolve this problem. To use the Pure Play Method, the firm finds a number of stand-alone companies that are in the same industry as the division for which a cost of capital is needed. The average beta for the stand-alone companies is used to proxy the beta for the division and this proxy beta is used to compute the divisional cost of capital. Gordon and Halpern (1974) show that a firm can estimate the cost of capital for a division.
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The Gordon-Halpern model, later called the pure-play method, estimates the beta of the division using the beta of a publicly traded firm with characteristics similar to the division for which the beta estimate is needed. Fuller and Kerr (1981) apply the pure play method to a sample of sixty multidivisional firms with 142 divisions over the sample period from 1976 to 1978. Fuller and Kerr (1981, page 1007 ) match the 142 divisions with pure play firms and find that "a weighted average of pure-play betas closely approximated the observed beta of the multidivisional firm in question."
MOTOROLA SEGMENT SALES
2 Parasuraman (2002) provides an illustrative example of using the pure-play method. 
IESS DIVISIONAL COST OF CAPITAL
The overall weighted average cost of capital (WACC) for Motorola is 12.3%.
The calculations are shown in Since equity in IESS as a separate entity is not publicly traded, the equity Beta coefficient for IESS cannot be determined by examining the relationship between its returns and the market's returns, as would be done in determining the equity Beta coefficient. An alternate methodology to determine the appropriate equity Beta coefficient for the IESS segment is to use the equity Beta coefficients of public firms that primarily operate in the same business as IESS as a proxy for the equity beta coefficient for IESS. Following Hamada (1969) , each competitors' equity Beta coefficient is first un-levered to remove the capital structure influences on Beta, then the un-levered Beta coefficients are averaged, and, finally, the average un-levered Beta coefficient is levered back up to reflect IESS's capital structure. It is assumed here that IESS's capital structure is the same as Motorola's capital structure.
( )
For purposes of this analysis, the Beta coefficients of the following competitors of IESS, all of which operate primarily as suppliers in the automotive industry, will be used to develop an appropriate Beta coefficient for IESS: Borg-Warner, Delphi, Johnson Controls, Lear, Magna, and Visteon. The equity Beta coefficients and the un-levered Beta coefficients for these competitor firms are presented in Table 2 . The average unlevered Beta coefficient in the automotive supplier industry is 0.65.
Levering this average un-levered value to reflect the capital structure of IESS results in an equity Beta coefficient for IESS of 0.83, as follows:
Comparing this to the equity Beta coefficient for Motorola as a whole, 1.38, it can be seen that the market believes there is less risk operating as a supplier to the automotive industry than operating in the wireless communication industry. For those working in the automotive industry, this makes intuitive sense, as automotive customers are known to be very conservative and risk adverse (technologically and managerially), and the traditional suppliers, such as IESS, are typically awarded project contracts, rather than speculating on new consumer products, such as is done in the wireless communication industry.
Now that an appropriate Beta has been determined for IESS, the cost of capital for IESS can be calculated:
Based on this analysis, the cost of capital for IESS is 9.3% and is less than the cost of capital for Motorola as a whole, 12.3%. If IESS uses the overall Motorola rate in investment decisions, it could be rejecting appropriate investment opportunities, based on the required return for the risk inherent in those investments. If IESS uses the lower cost of capital indicative of the risk in the automotive industry, other segments of Motorola should use an appropriately calculated cost of capital for their particular industry segment. Some segments would use a higher cost of capital than the overall corporate cost of capital and some would use a lower cost of capital. This is significant because IESS is one of the smallest and least risky segments. Projects undertaken in larger, more risky segments based on an NPV analysis using the corporate cost of capital in the investment decision criteria may in fact be detracting value from the firm as the projects are not generating the return expected by investors for the risks inherent in the projects.
This analysis clearly indicates that the cost of capital can vary significantly across divisions, so care should be taken to make sure the cost of capital is appropriate for the risk of the investment being considered.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, using the Integrated Electronic Systems Segment of Motorola Corporation, we show how to estimate the divisional cost of capital for a division of a multi-unit corporation using the Pure Play Method. If the divisions of a corporation have different risk levels, then, different costs of capital should be used within the divisions to evaluate capital budgeting projects rather than the corporate overall cost of capital which is an average of the costs of capital for each of the divisions within the corporation. We demonstrate how to use the Pure Play Method to determine the cost of capital for a division which has different risk characteristics from the overall firm. To use the Pure Play Method, we find a group of stand alone companies that are similar to the division for which we need to compute a cost of capital. We compute the average, un-levered beta for the companies in this group. We compute the re-levered beta for the division and use the new beta to compute the weighted average cost of capital for the division. Corporate financial decision makers can use the division specific weighted average cost of capital to make capital budgeting decision within each division. 
